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ABSTRACT: A study of electronic factors governing the
thermodynamics of C−H and N−H bond addition to Ir(I)
complexes was conducted. DFT calculations were performed on
an extensive series of trans-(PH3)2IrXL complexes (L = NH3 and
CO; X = various monodentate ligands) to parametrize the
relative σ- and π-donating/withdrawing properties of the various
ligands, X. Computed energies of oxidative addition of methane
to a series of three- and four-coordinate Ir(I) complexes bearing
an ancillary ligand, X, were correlated with the resulting (σX, πX)
parameter set. Regression analysis indicates that the thermody-
namics of addition of methane to trans-(PH3)2IrX are generally
strongly disfavored by increased σ-donation from the ligand X, in
contradiction to widely held views on oxidative addition. The
trend for oxidative addition of methane to four-coordinate Ir(I)
was closely related to that observed for the three-coordinate complexes, albeit slightly more complicated. The computational
analysis was found to be consistent with the rates of reductive elimination of benzene from a series of isoelectronic Ir(III) phenyl
hydride complexes, measured experimentally in this work and previously reported. Extending the analysis of ancillary ligand
energetic effects to the oxidative addition of ammonia to three-coordinate Ir(I) complexes leads to the conclusion that increasing
σ-donation by X also disfavors oxidative addition of N−H bonds to trans-(PH3)2IrX. However, coordination of NH3 to the Ir(I)
center is disfavored even more strongly by increasing σ-donation by X, which explains why the few documented examples of H−
NH2 oxidative addition to transition metals involve complexes with strongly σ-donating ligands situated trans to the site of
addition. An orbital-based rationale for the observed results is presented.

■ INTRODUCTION

Oxidative addition (OA) is perhaps the most characteristic
reaction of transition metal complexes.1,2 It is a key step in the
majority of transition-metal-catalyzed reactions including
hydrogenations,3,4 carbonylations,5,6 and cross-couplings.7−9

The reaction typically comprises cleavage of a covalent A−B
bond with concomitant formation of metal−A and metal−B
bonds and is thus commonly viewed as a formal two-electron
oxidation of a metal center (eq 1).

The metal−ligand bonds formed can have significant
covalent character, however, and thus caution has been urged
in adopting a literal interpretation of the oxidative addition
formalism. Among the most notable examples of such

admonitions, Saillard and Hoffman,10 Low and Goddard,11

and Koga and Morokuma12 have all emphasized that oxidative
addition involves the movement of electron density both from
the ligand to the metal and from the metal to the ligand.
Crabtree has proposed that, in some systems, reactions of the
type illustrated by eq 1 are even best viewed as reductive
additions.13 Nevertheless, the assumption that oxidative
addition is favored by metal centers that are more electron-
rich, and thus by ligands that are more strongly electron-
donating, remains deeply ingrained in the conventional
understanding and practice of organometallic chemistry.14−17

Accordingly, it is common to use ligands with increased
electron-donating ability to promote the kinetics and
thermodynamics of oxidative addition18−20 and, conversely, to
use those with increased electron-withdrawing properties to
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promote the kinetics and thermodynamics of the microscopic
reverse reaction, reductive elimination (RE).21−23

Oxidative addition of C−H bonds to metal centers has
attracted particularly intense interest since the discovery of this
reaction with alkanes.24 Given the ubiquity of the C−H bond
and its status as a prototypical covalent bond, it has become an
archetypal substrate for the oxidative addition of covalent
bonds. In at least one respect, the C−H bond is more
representative and better suited for this role than the simplest
covalent bond, that of dihydrogen, because the addition of
dihydrogen often results in products with at least partial
character of a σ-dihydrogen complex rather than a true product
of OA.25−33

Although N−H bonds are generally considered much more
reactive than C−H bonds, few examples of simple OA of
amines to metal centers have been reported. Examples
involving addition of the simplest such addendum, ammonia,
are particularly limited.34−42 We reported that the aryl-pincer
ligated fragment (PCP)Ir (PCP = κ3-C6H3-2,6-[CH2P(t-
Bu)2]2) underwent oxidative addition of the N−H bond of
aniline, but not ammonia; however, the complex of a more
electron-donating aliphatic-PCP ligand, (κ3-CH[C2H4P(t-
Bu)2]2), underwent the oxidative addition of ammonia.36 This
observation appeared to be consistent with the generally
accepted view regarding the favorable effect of increased ligand
electron-donating ability on oxidative addition.
Oxidative additions to four-coordinate complexes with a d8

electron configuration, including those of Rh(I) and Pt(II), are
particularly common, and addition to square planar Ir(I) is
generally considered the classic example of this reaction.14−17

Indeed, the designation of addition of substrates not normally
considered to be oxidants (e.g., addition of H2) as being
“oxidative” originated in the context of addition to square
planar Ir(I); this perspective directly led to the tenet that such
additions are favored by electron-donating ligands.43,44

Compared with the addition of H2, the addition of C−H
bonds to four-coordinate d8 complexes is more limited.45−48

Three-coordinate Ir(I), as well as Rh(I) and Pt(II), however,
play a central role in C−H addition chemistry.49 Several
theoretical studies of oxidative addition to three-coordinate
Ir(I) and Rh(I) complexes have indicated that electron-
donating ligands do not necessarily favor addition. Cundari
calculated that the enthalpy of the oxidative addition of
methane to trans-(PH3)2IrX (X = H, Cl) was significantly more
favorable for (PH3)2IrCl (ΔH = −41.6 kcal/mol) than for
(PH3)2IrH (ΔH = −12.8 kcal/mol).50 Similarly, we reported
that oxidative addition of H2 to trans-(PH3)2MX complexes (X
= Cl, Ph; M = Rh, Ir) was significantly more favorable for X =
Cl than X = Ph (ΔΔE = 24.3 and 31.1 kcal/mol for M = Rh
and Ir, respectively).51 In both cases, oxidative addition to the
complex with the more strongly electron-donating ligands (i.e.,
H− and Ph−) was less favorable than oxidative addition to the
complex with the weakly donating chloride ligand. In contrast,
we reported that, for a series of Y−PCP pincer complexes, in
which Y is a para-substituent on the aryl backbone, increased
electron donation from Y favored H2 or C−H oxidative addition
to three-coordinate (Y−PCP)Ir, although it disfavored addition
to square planar (Y−PCP)Ir(CO). Because the effect of Y was
transmitted from the para-position of the pincer aryl group, this
electronic effect was recognized to be largely attributable to π-
symmetry interactions.52

In several other studies, oxidative addition has been
calculated to be more favorable for complexes bearing less

electron-donating ancillary ligands than for those bearing more
electron-donating ancillary ligands; examples include systems
based on three-coordinate Ir(I) and Rh(I)53−55 and Ru(0).56

To our knowledge, however, a comprehensive examination of
the electronic effects of ancillary ligands on the thermody-
namics of oxidative addition has not been conducted. Herein,
we report a systematic approach, based on DFT calculations, to
elucidate the electronic factors that influence the thermody-
namics of the oxidative addition of C−H (methane) and N−H
(ammonia) bonds to both three- and four-coordinate Ir(I)
complexes. The rates of reductive elimination from a series of
isoelectronic Ir(III) phenyl hydride complexes have been
experimentally determined and found to be consistent with
the computational analysis.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
All calculations used DFT methodology57 as implemented in the
Gaussian 03 and Gaussian 09 series of computer programs.58 We
employed the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof exchange-correlation func-
tional (PBE) in all calculations.59 For the model complexes 1−3, we
applied the SDD relativistic, small-core effective potential and
corresponding basis set to the Ir atom60 and all-electron, valence
triple-ζ plus polarization and diffuse function 6−311+G(d,p) basis sets
to all nonmetal atoms.61−64 For the calculations on experimental
complexes 4−7 and related species, we used the LANL2DZ relativistic,
small-core effective potential and the LANL2TZ basis set augmented
by a diffuse d-type function (exponent = 0.07645) for Ir;65,66 6−
311+G(d,p) basis sets for atoms bonded to Ir or contained in substrate
molecules (e.g., CH4, NH3, or benzene); and valence double-ζ plus
diffuse function 6−31+G basis sets for all other atoms. Complex
geometries were optimized, often subject to imposed structural
constraints. Stationary points on the potential energy surfaces were
identified and characterized by normal-mode analysis. Electronic
population indices were derived from the Natural Bond Orbital
(NBO) analysis scheme developed by Weinhold et al.67,68 and
calculated using the software package NBO 5.G interfaced with
Gaussian 03.69

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Parameterization of Ancillary Ligand Electronic

Properties. The effects of varying the nature of the ancillary
ligands on the oxidative addition of C−H/N−H bonds to Ir(I)
complexes were determined from a series of comparative
calculations on small model complexes. To isolate solely the
electronic effects, we chose to minimize steric contributions
and focused on complexes with a (PH3)2IrX substructure (X =
various monodentate ligands) in which the PH3 groups were
held mutually trans. Provided that ligand X is not unusually
large, we can assume that steric interactions with the
phosphines are negligible and, consequently, that the effects
of varying X on the calculated reaction energies will be strictly
attributable to electronic effects. The set of X ligands
investigated features a wide range of σ- and π-type electronic
properties and includes strongly σ-donating ligands (H−, Li−,
Ph−, Me−); a weakly σ-donating ligand (pyrrolide); a strongly
σ- and π-donating ligand (O2−); a strongly σ-donating and π-
accepting ligand (BH2

−); ligands that are π-donating and
weakly σ-donating (NH2

−, F−, OH−, OMe−); and a ligand that
is weakly σ-donating and π-accepting (NO2

−). As described
below, the computed electronic effects were separated into σ
and π components and separately parametrized to yield
substituent parameters designated σX and πX, respectively.
The σ-donating ability of each substituent X was determined

on the basis of its trans-influence. Trans-influence is a ground
state effect in which the nature of a given ligand affects the
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strength, and hence the length, of the bond between the metal
and the ligand (LT) coordinated trans to that ligand.14,70 If LT

binds solely to the metal center through σ-type interactions,
then the length of the M−LT bond presumably reflects the
effective σ-donating ability of X (Scheme 1a).

NH3 was chosen as our prototypical trans ligand, LT. The
geometries of a series of trans-(PH3)2IrX(NH3) complexes (1-
X, Figure 1) were optimized to determine equilibrium Ir−N

bond distances. The model complexes were then constrained to
rigorously maintain square planar geometries (angles between
ligands were fixed at 90°) to eliminate unusual perturbations to
the geometry about the metal center. In addition, the
orientation of some ligands (BH2

−, NH2
−, NO2

−, OH−,
OMe−, Ph−, and pyrrolide) were constrained to be coplanar
with, or orthogonal to, the molecular plane of the complex (the
plane defined by Ir and the central atoms of X and PH3
groups);71 all remaining geometrical variables were allowed to
freely optimize. Differences in the Ir−N bond distances
between constrained and corresponding unconstrained com-
plexes were typically quite small.72 Optimized structural data
for fully unconstrained complexes are available in the
Supporting Information.
The σX parameter was referenced relative to the Ir−N bond

distance for 1-H, as shown in eq 2. Ligands that cause the Ir−N
bonds to be longer than the Ir−N bond of 1-H are considered
to be stronger σ donors than hydride and have positive σX
parameter values, while ligands that cause the Ir−N bonds to be
shorter have negative values of σX. The series of σX parameter
values thus obtained is shown in Table 1. The rank order
conforms well with conventional expectations. The σX values of
methyl and phenyl, which are generally regarded as strong
trans-influence ligands (comparable to hydride), are near zero
(−0.015 and −0.012, respectively), while the σX values of
weakly σ-donating substituents such as fluoride and hydroxide
are significantly negative (−0.146 and −0.110, respectively).
The σX values of only Li−, BH2

−, and the dianionic ligands
BH3

2− (the isoelectronic analogue of CH3
−) and O2− are

calculated to be positive, indicating σ-donating abilities greater
than that of H−. The orientation of unsymmetrical ligands, e.g.
BH2

−, NH2
−, and OH−, has only a very small effect on their σX

values, but does have a large effect on their π-donating ability
(see below); this difference is consistent with the respective
symmetry of σ- and π-interactions, thus validating our method
for the dissection of these effects.

σ = −

− −
‐

‐

[(computed Ir N bond distance)

(computed Ir N bond distance) ]/Å
1 X

1 H

X

(2)

The π-donating or π-withdrawing ability of ligand X was
determined from considerations of metal(dπ)−ligand(pπ)
backbonding.73 The extent to which electron density is
transferred from doubly occupied Ir dπ-orbitals into formally
vacant CO(π*) orbitals (Scheme 1b) in a series of four-
coordinate trans-(PH3)2IrX(CO) complexes 2-X (Figure 1)
was quantified. To do so, we computed the electron
occupancies (NBO population analysis) in the Lewis-type
antibonding CO(π*pz−pz) orbital (the CO(π*) orbital that is
oriented parallel to the z axis, i.e., perpendicular to the X−P−
Ir−P molecular plane).67,68 At first, the geometries of 2-X (X
ligand set shown in Table 1) were fully optimized with no
symmetry constraints imposed; the average Ir−CO bond
distance from these calculations was found to be 1.868 Å.
Geometries of carbonyl complexes 2-X were then constrained
to be rigorously square planar in the same manner as described
above for ammine complexes 1-X, and additionally, the Ir−CO
bond distance was constrained to the length 1.868 Å. This latter
constraint was imposed to address the concern that the trans-
influence exerted by ligand X could affect the Ir−CO bond
distance; any such effect on the bond distance would influence
Ir(dπ)−CO(π*) orbital overlap, and hence it would influence
electron occupancies of the CO(π*) orbitals through a
mechanism that is independent of the inherent π-donating or
π-accepting characteristics of ligand X. The effect of varying the
Ir−CO distance on the CO(π*pz−pz) orbital occupancies is
illustrated in Table S-1 (Supporting Information) for complex
2-F and is found to be small. Constraining the Ir−CO bond
distance to the common value of 1.868 Å for all complexes
eliminated this admittedly small but extraneous effect;
computed differences in orbital occupancies can thus be safely

Scheme 1. (a) Trans-Influence of Ligand X on the M−LT
Distance; (b) π-Backbonding of Electron Density from a
Metal to Formally Vacant, Antibonding π* Orbitals of CO

Figure 1. Model complexes used to determine electronic substituent
effect parameters σX (1-X) and πX (2-X).

Table 1. Calculated Electronic Substituent Parameters (σX,
πX); Ligands Rank Ordered by Values of σX (left) and πX
(right)a

X ligand σx πx X ligand πx σx

BH3
2− 0.235 0.072 O2− 0.198 0.023

BH2
−, ∥ 0.139 −0.061 OMe−, ∥ 0.074 −0.113

Li − 0.128 0.003 OH−, ∥ 0.073 −0.113
BH2

−, ⊥ 0.115 −0.013 BH3
2− 0.072 0.235

O2− 0.023 0.198 NH2
−, ∥b 0.071 −0.072

H − 0.000 0.000 F− 0.046 −0.146
Ph −, ⊥ −0.012 −0.003 OH−, ⊥ 0.019 −0.110
CH3

− −0.015 0.013 OMe−, ⊥ 0.013 −0.106
CF3

− −0.033 −0.025 CH3
− 0.013 −0.015

NO2
−, ∥ −0.071 −0.029 NO2

−, ⊥ 0.005 −0.081
NH2

−, ∥b −0.072 0.071 Li− 0.003 0.128
NH2

−, ⊥c −0.072 −0.001 H− 0.000 0.000
NO2

−, ⊥ −0.081 0.005 NH2
−, ⊥c −0.001 −0.072

OMe−, ⊥ −0.106 0.013 Ph−, ⊥ −0.003 −0.012
pyrrolide, ⊥ −0.108 −0.013 BH2

−, ⊥ −0.013 0.115
OH−, ⊥ −0.110 0.019 pyrrolide, ⊥ −0.013 −0.108
OH−, ∥ −0.113 0.073 CF3

− −0.025 −0.033
OMe−, ∥ −0.113 0.074 NO2

−, ∥ −0.029 −0.071
F− −0.146 0.046 NH3 −0.054 −0.153
NH3 −0.153 −0.054 BH2

−, ∥ −0.061 0.139
a∥ = coplanar with P−Ir−P axis. ⊥ = orthogonal to P−Ir−P axis. bH−
N−Ir−P dihedral angles set to 31.5°. cH−N−Ir−P dihedral angles set
to 58.5°.
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assumed to predominantly reflect differences in the degree to
which X favors or disfavors π-donation from the iridium center.
The πX substituent parameter is defined as shown in eq 3 and

referenced to the CO(π* pz‑pz) occupancy for 2-H. Ligands with
positive values of πX are considered to be π-donors, whereas
ligands having a negative πX value are considered to be π-
acceptors. The trend in the πX values (Table 1) is as expected.
The dianionic π-donor O2− has by far the largest πX value.
BH2

− has the most negative value, but only when oriented in
the plane of the Ir and other coordinating atoms; when
oriented perpendicular to that plane the πX value is close to
zero. π-Donating ligands such as amido and methoxide have
large, positive πX values (0.071 and 0.074, respectively) when
oriented in or nearly in the coordination plane, but have much
smaller πX values when rotated by 90°.

π π

π

= *

− *

‐

‐

−

−

(computed CO( ) occupancy)

(computed CO( ) occupancy)

2 X

2 H

X pz pz

pz pz (3)

Although ligands such as NH3 and BH3
2− are not expected to

participate in a significant hyperconjugative interaction with
metal dπ orbitals, they are found to have strongly negative
(−0.054) and positive (0.072) πX values, respectively. These
ligands carry net charge, relative to the monoanionic ligands
(most notably compared with the isoelectronic methyl anion);
based on simple electrostatics, the difference in charge would
be expected to influence the extent of Ir-to-CO π-donation.
The additional negative charge on BH3

2− (relative to CH3
−)

will increase Ir-to-CO π-donation relative to CH3
− by

polarization of the electronic distribution around the Ir atom
in the direction of CO; conversely, relative to CH3

−, Ir-to-CO
π-donation is reduced by polarization toward neutral NH3.
These ligands are therefore ef fectively acting as a π-donor and a
π-acceptor, respectively, even if they do not significantly donate
or accept any π-electron density to or from the Ir center.
The σX and πX parameters of the various ligands are

illustrated graphically in Figure 2.
Oxidative Addition of CH4 to Three-Coordinate trans-

(PH3)2IrX. The reaction energies for oxidative addition of

methane to trans-(PH3)2IrX were calculated for the set of X
ligands described in Table 1 (ΔEX, Table 2).74 Structures for

the three-coordinate reactants and the five-coordinate products
were optimized both with and without imposed geometry
restrictions. In the restricted geometries, the cis ligand−metal−
ligand angles were fixed at 90°. Unless noted otherwise, the Ir−
C−H angles of the methyl group of the five-coordinate
products were set to tetrahedral values (109.47°); selected X
ligands (e.g., BH2

−, NO2
−) were constrained to be coplanar

with or orthogonal to the P−Ir−P axis; the P−Ir−P angles were
fixed at 180°; and the remaining ligands were held in the plane
perpendicular to the P−Ir−P axis.
We found that the unconstrained geometries of the five-

coordinate products (3, formally Ir(III) with a d6 electronic
configuration) fell into three general categories: square
pyramidal (SQP, with hydride apical) and two types of
distorted trigonal bipyramidal (TBP); this phenomenon has
been reported and deeply investigated by Eisenstein.75−77

These geometries were then grouped according to the three
idealized geometries which they closely approximated. Relative
to the plane of the XIrH(CH3) unit, these geometries are
described as (see Figure 3) T-shape (SQP, ∠X−Ir−H = 90°,
∠X−Ir−Me = 180°; 3-TH), YX-shape (distorted TBP, ∠Me−
Ir−H = 72°, ∠X−Ir−H = 144°; 3-YX), and YMe-shape
(distorted TBP, ∠X−Ir−H = 72°, ∠Me−Ir−H = 144°; 3-
YMe). Regression analyses of the correlation of reaction energies
with σX and πX parameters showed slightly better numerical fits
when the constrained geometries for 3 were used, but

Figure 2. Calculated electronic substituent parameters (σX, πX) (∥ =
coplanar with P−Ir−P axis; ⊥ = orthogonal to P−Ir−P axis; see Table
1 caption for details).

Table 2. Calculated Reaction Energies (ΔEX, kcal/mol) for
CH4 Addition to trans-(PH3)2IrX; Constrained Geometries
Imposed for Three Configurations (see Figure 3 and text)a

a∥ = coplanar with P−Ir−P axis; ⊥ = orthogonal to P−Ir−P axis. For
each ligand X, the lowest calculated ΔEX is shown in bold font. bH−
N−Ir−P dihedral angles set to 58.5°. cH−N−Ir−P dihedral angles set
to 31.5°.
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qualitatively, both sets of geometries and regression analyses
yield the same conclusions. The variations in geometry among
the complexes, however, do introduce some perturbations to
the calculated reaction energies that do not straightforwardly
result from the underlying electronic factors of the X ligands.
Since the overall conclusions remain the same regardless of
whether geometry restrictions are imposed or not, only the data
referring to constrained geometries are presented below.
Analogous data for the complexes with unconstrained geo-
metries are available in the Supporting Information.
Linear regression analysis was performed in which the

electronic parameters σX and πX (and the energy value at the
origin) were simultaneously fit to the data set comprising the
lowest calculated reaction energy (global minimum) for each X
ligand (Table 2, values in bold font). For each ligand X the
energy of methane addition to trans-(PH3)2IrX is thus (CσσX +
CππX + Y) kcal/mol. The coefficients obtained in this regression
equation (eq 4) reveal and quantify the effects of varying ligand
X on the thermodynamics of oxidative addition of methane to
trans-(PH3)2IrX. The positive coefficient obtained for the σX
parameter (Cσ = +85) indicates that stronger σ-donating ligands
disfavor OA; the negative coefficient found for the πX parameter
(Cσ = −86) indicates that OA is favored by stronger π-donating
ligands.

σ πΔ = ± + − ± + − ±

=

E

R

(85 15) ( 86 27) ( 10 2)

0.72
X X X

2 (4)

The magnitudes of the respective regression coefficients are
not directly comparable, since the σX and πX parameters are

derived from different molecular properties (bond length and
orbital occupancy, respectively). However, a quantitative
measure of the relative effect of the σ/π contributions on the
reaction energy was formulated by multiplying the σX and πX
parameters of the ligands X (Table 1) by the respective
regression coefficients (Cσ and Cπ). For each ligand X the
energy of methane addition is (CσσX + CππX + Y) kcal/mol.
The standard deviations (SDs) of the values of CσσX and CππX
thus serve as a measure of the variability of the thermodynamics
attributable to the variability of the σ-donating and π-donating/
withdrawing properties, respectively. The identical values are
obtained if we take the standard deviations of the σX and πX
parameters for the set of ligands used (0.107 and 0.058,
respectively) as a measure of the variability of these parameters
and multiply those values by the respective regression
coefficients.
This analysis indicates (Table 3; top row, global minima)

that the unfavorable effect of increased σ-donation by X (SD =
9.1 kcal/mol) is considerably greater than the favorable effect of
increased π-donation (SD = 5.0 kcal/mol). This computational
result, obtained for the prototypical case of C−H addition to a
transition metal complex (IrL2X), is strongly discordant with
the widely held view that “more electron-donating ligands”
favor oxidative addition, even if this model is generally
recognized as being a simplification.
This regression analysis is based on selecting the lowest

energy conformer from among the three possibilities
considered for each ligand X (cf. Figure 3). Thus, this analysis
presumably provides the closest approximation to anticipated
experimental results. However, this approach may be less
suitable for elucidating a fundamental understanding of how
ancillary ligand electronic factors directly influence the
thermodynamics of OA because the energies of different
geometries are expected to respond differently to variations of
the electronic parameters.
Sets of conformer-specific regression coefficients, which are

probably more meaningful at a fundamental level, were
obtained by treating the formation of each conformational

Figure 3. Idealized geometries approximating the three energy minima
found for five-coordinate species trans-(PH3)2Ir(X)(H)(CH3).

Table 3. Regression Equations Using Restricted Geometries for 3-YMe, 3-YX, and 3-TH.

aSD = standard deviation. The sign (+ or −) of a particular regression coefficient indicates the direction of the effect: a positive value indicates that
increased electron donation disfavors the reaction and hence increases the energy of addition. The signs of the regression coefficients are applied to
the SDs to indicate direction of the effects although actual standard deviations are necessarily positive.
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isomer, YMe, YX, or TH (Figure 3), separately; the resulting
regression equations with reaction energies from Table 2 are
presented in Table 3. For each of these three isomers, Cσ is
significantly positive. These results indicate that oxidative
addition is disfavored by more σ-donating ligands, independent
of product geometry. The coefficient for the πX parameter
varies from a significantly negative value (π-donation favors
oxidative addition) in the case of the YX conformer, through an
intermediate, modestly negative value for the TH conformer, to
effectively zero for YMe. A plot giving an indication of the fit of
the data to eq 4 (for the global minima) and a representative
plot (for YX) illustrating the fit to the other, isomer-specific,
equations in Table 3 are found in Figure 4. (Analogous plots
for TH and YMe are given in Figure S-2. A “3-D” plot of ΔEX vs
the individual parameters σX and πX, as opposed to the
multivariable terms used in the “2-D” plots of Figure 4 and
Figure S-1, is given in Figure S-1.)
For all three conformational isomers we find that the

disfavorable effect of increased σ-donation on the reaction
energy is much greater than any favorable effect of increased π-
donation. For 3-TH and 3-YMe, the variability due to σ effects is
indicated by SDs of 14.0 and 4.0 kcal/mol, respectively. The
variability due to π effects gives SDs of only 2.8 and 0.3 kcal/
mol, respectively. For 3-YX, the SD of σ effects (15.2 kcal/mol)

remains considerably greater than the SD of π effects (9.1 kcal/
mol), but the significantly favorable effect of π-donation by X
for this conformer is noteworthy.75−77

In the very few cases in which the X ligand exerts a stronger
trans-influence than hydride or methyl,38,77,78 the five-
coordinate complex may adopt a square pyramidal geometry
in which X is found in the apical position (3-TX). In the
regression equation for this geometry (using the set of
parameters and X ligands from Table 2), a reversal of
preference for σ effects is observed (Table 4); the σX parameter
coefficient is slightly negative, i.e., a stronger σ-donating ligand
slightly favors oxidative addition. However, the (σX, πX)
regression coefficients are both small, indicating a limited
magnitude of the substituent effects of X for this conforma-
tional isomer.
In the systems discussed to this point, the variable ligand X

has been positioned trans to the site of C−H addition. We have
also explored the effects of varying the ligand cis to the site of
addition by calculating the energy of methane OA to cis-
(PH3)2IrX complexes, using the same set of X ligands listed in
Table 1. The five-coordinate structures were restricted to an
SQP geometry with the hydride located in the apical position
(3-TH‑cisPH3

), and a multivariable linear regression was
performed analogously to the treatment for the trans-

Figure 4. (a) Plot of calculated (DFT) reaction energies for methane C−H addition to trans-(PH3)2IrX to give lowest energy isomer vs energies
predicted based on the regression equation: ΔEX‑predicted = (85 ± 15)σX + (−86 ± 27)πX + (−10 ± 2) kcal/mol (see Table 3). (b) Plot of calculated
(DFT) reaction energies for methane C−H addition to trans-(PH3)2IrX to give the YX isomer vs energies predicted based on the regression
equation: ΔEX‑predicted = (142 ± 13)σX + (−156 ± 24)πX + (−1 ± 1) kcal/mol (see Table 3; see Supporting Information for analogous plots for TH
and YMe isomers, and a note about the corresponding values of R2).

Table 4. Regression Equations Using Restricted Geometries for (a) Addition of Methane to 1 To Give the X-Apical Square
Pyramidal Geometry (3-TX) and (b) Addition of Methane to cis-(PH3)2IrX To Give 3-TH/cisPH3

aSD = standard deviation. The sign (+ or -) of a particular regression coefficient indicates the direction of the effect: a positive value indicates that
increased electron donation disfavors the reaction and hence increases the energy of addition.
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(PH3)2IrX complexes described above. The σX parameter
coefficient was found to be essentially zero while the πX
parameter coefficient was small and positive (Cπ = 28) with a
standard error (26) approximately equal to the coefficient itself.
Thus the calculations indicate that the nature of X (among the
set of X ligands studied) has little effect on the thermodynamics
of C−H addition to cis-(PH3)2IrX.
Experimental Results. The calculations described above

involve model complexes for which it is unfortunately not
possible to experimentally test any of the calculated values.
However, the principal conclusions, namely that C−H addition
is disfavored by σ-donating coordinating groups positioned
trans to the coordination site of addition and, to a lesser extent,
favored by π-donating groups, are amenable to experimental
verification. A series of isoelectronic, five-coordinate Ir(III)
phenyl hydride complexes previously reported may serve as a
suitable set of complexes to test our computation-based
conclusions (Scheme 2): (PCP)Ir(H)(Ph) (4-HPh) (PCP =

κ3-C6H3-2,6-(CH2P
tBu2)2), synthesized in one of our labo-

ratories;79 (AmPNP)Ir(H)(Ph) (5-HPh) (AmPNP = κ3-bis(2-
diisopropylphosphino-4-methylphenyl)amide), reported by
Ozerov;80 (PyPNP)Ir(H)(Ph)+PF6

− (6-HPh) (PyPNP = κ3-
C5H3N-2,6-(CH2P

tBu2)2), reported by Milstein;81,82 and trans-
(PiPr3)2Ir(Cl)(H)(Ph) (7-HPh), reported by Werner.83,84 This
series of three-coordinate complexes (4−7) features central
coordinating groups with widely varying σ-donating abilities.
Thus, complex 4 bears a strongly σ-donating aryl carbon, while
complex 7 has a weakly σ-donating chloride. Complexes 5 and
6 feature an amido and a pyridyl nitrogen, respectively, which
are expected to have σ-donating abilities intermediate between
the central groups of the ligands featured in 4 and 7.
The (σX, πX) parameter values for the pincer ligands in three-

coordinate complexes 4−7 were derived from calculations on
the corresponding four-coordinate ammonia and carbonyl
complexes (Table 5). The values thus determined were found

to be approximately consistent with their closest (PH3)2IrX
model analogues (Table 1). The σX parameter for the pincer
ligand of 4 is close to zero, whereas the σX values for complexes
5−7 are significantly negative, indicating weak σ-donation by
the central coordinating groups. The πX parameter values
obtained indicate that the ligands in complexes 5 and 7 are
moderate π-donors, whereas the pincer ligand of cationic
complex 6 acts as a moderate π-acceptor; the phenyl donor in
the pincer ligand of complex 4 is neither a significant π-donor
nor a significant π-acceptor.
Using the σX and πX parameter values thus obtained (Table

5), the reaction energies for the oxidative addition of methane
(ΔEOA) were predicted using the regression equation derived
for the YX geometry (Table 3); the predicted energies of the
microscopically reverse reaction, reductive elimination (ΔERE =
−ΔEOA), are presented as ΔERE‑regression in Table 5. The
ΔERE‑regression values increase with increasingly negative values of
the σX parameter, except when the two PNP-pincer complexes
5-HMe and 6-HMe are compared directly. The amido ligand of
complex 5 (πX = 0.024) is calculated to be a much stronger π-
donor than the pyridine-based ligand of complex 6 (πX =
−0.037); this large difference in π-donating ability overrides the
modest difference in σ-donation. Thus the reductive elimi-
nation of methane from amido-ligated 5-HMe is predicted
(23.5 kcal/mol) to be more endoergic than elimination from
pyridine-ligated 6-HMe (15.4 kcal/mol). DFT electronic
structure calculations (see Computational Methods) for the
energies of methane reductive elimination afford results
(ΔERE‑DFT: 4-HMe ≪ 6-HMe < 5-HMe < 7-HMe; Table 5)
consistent with the trend derived from the values predicted
based on the regression equation (ΔERE‑regression).
Values of ΔERE‑DFT for elimination of benzene across the

series of complexes 4-HPh to 7-HPh (Table 6) follow the same

order as those for methane, but they are uniformly 7−10 kcal/
mol greater (cf. Table 5). Direct experimental determination of
the thermodynamics of phenyl hydride reductive elimination is
not possible as the three-coordinate complexes 4−7 have not
been observed; however, the kinetics of reductive elimination
can be measured. Our computational DFT results indicate that,
for complex 4-HPh, the TS for reductive coupling (C−H bond
formation) directly leads to the loss of benzene, i.e. reductive
elimination. This transition state, TS(RC), which corresponds

Scheme 2. Ir(III) Phenyl Hydride Complexes Investigated
Experimentallya

aRelative σ-donating abilities of the pincer central coordinating group
are indicated.

Table 5. Calculated σX and πX Parameters for Complexes 4−
7, Energies of Reductive Elimination of Methane from 4-
HMe−7-HMe Predicted Based on σX and πX Parameters,
and Energies and Enthalpies Calculated Using DFTa

M(H)(Me) → M + CH4

M(H)(Me) σX πX ΔERE‑regression ΔERE‑DFT ΔHRE‑DFT

4-HMe −0.015 −0.004 3.0 2.1 2.4
5-HMe −0.129 0.024 23.5 28.6 28.7
6-HMe −0.139 −0.037 15.4 23.6 23.7
7-HMe −0.169 0.035 31.0 35.4 35.1

aUnits for ΔE and ΔH are kcal/mol.

Table 6. Calculated Energies and Enthalpies of Benzene
Reductive Elimination and Reductive Coupling (σ-Complex
Formation) for Complexes 4-HPh−7-HPha

M(H)(Ph) → M(σ-HPh)
M(H)(Ph) →
M + PhH

M(H)(Ph) ΔE‡RC‑DFT ΔH‡
RC‑DFT ΔG‡

RC‑DFT ΔERE‑DFT ΔHRE‑DFT

4-HPh 14.1 13.9 14.8 11.7 11.9
5-HPh 29.2 28.5 28.4 37.9 38.4
6-HPh 16.8 16.4 17.3 30.8 31.1
7-HPh 33.3 32.1 31.9 42.1 41.7

aSee text and Figure 5 for elaboration of the distinction between
reductive coupling (RC) and reductive elimination (RE). Units for
ΔE, ΔH, and ΔG are kcal/mol. Standard state for ΔG is T = 298.15 K
and P = 1 atm for each species participating in the reaction. Values in
bold are the best estimates for ΔG‡ for reductive elimination,
calculated directly in the case of 4-HPh and approximated as ΔHRE‑DFT
for 5-HPh, 6-HPh, and 7-HPh; cf. text. Values in italics for 5-HPh are
best estimates; see ref 85 for details.
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to a calculated barrier ΔH‡
RC‑DFT = ΔH‡

RE‑DFT = 13.9 kcal/mol
and ΔG‡

RC‑DFT = ΔG‡
RE‑DFT = 14.8 kcal/mol (Table 6), is 2

kcal/mol higher in enthalpy than the free three-coordinate
complex plus free benzene (Figure 5a). In contrast, for

complexes 5-HPh, 6-HPh, and 7-HPh, the transition states
for reductive coupling, TS(RC) (Figure 5b), lead to σ(C−H)-
bound species with enthalpies that are well below the enthalpies
of the respective free species.
We were unable to locate conventional transition states for

the dissociation of these σ-C−H complexes (TS(RE)), the TS
for the overall reductive elimination reaction). However, the
reverse step, C−H bond coordination of benzene to the three-
coordinate Ir(I) complexes 5−7, is expected to be a barrierless
or a nearly barrierless process (ΔH‡

coord is expected to be nearly
zero). In that case, ΔH‡

RE for the reductive elimination of
benzene from complexes 5-HPh, 6-HPh, and 7-HPh would be
approximately equal to the thermodynamic value, ΔHRE (Table
6; ΔSRE is clearly very positive due to formation of free
benzene, but we expect ΔS‡RE to be of much smaller
magnitude).
We thus assume that, to a rough approximation, ΔH‡

RE =
ΔHRE (see Figure 5a and 5b), and hence the RE/OA
thermodynamics may be elucidated, experimentally, from
measurements of the RE kinetics. Toward this end, EXSY
NMR experiments were performed with complex 4-HPh at a
range of temperatures from −54 to −27 °C. (We have
previously shown that arene/arene exchange proceeds via a
dissociative process.79) An Eyring plot yielded activation
parameters for reductive elimination of ΔH‡

RE = 13.2 kcal/
mol and ΔS‡RE = −2 eu (Table 7), in excellent agreement with
the computed values (ΔH‡

RE‑DFT = 13.9 kcal/mol, ΔS‡RE‑DFT =
−3 eu at 25 °C; Table 6). The rate of reductive elimination
from amido-PNP complex 5-HPh was measured at a range of
temperatures from 85 to 114 °C by monitoring the rate of
disappearance of the hydride signal upon exchange with
toluene-d8. The enthalpic and entropic contributions to the
barrier were determined to be ΔH‡

RE = 31.2 kcal/mol and
ΔS‡RE = 6 eu (consistent with a dissociative mechanism),
respectively; thus, at 25 °C, ΔG‡

RE = 29.4 kcal/mol which is
much greater than the corresponding value for 4-HPh (ΔG‡

RE
= 13.8 kcal/mol). The rate of reductive elimination for
pyridine-based PNP complex 6-HPh at 84 °C was determined
to be 1.3 × 10−4 s−1, which corresponds to a kinetic barrier
ΔG‡

RE = 27.4 kcal/mol. For chloride complex 7-HPh, a

conservative upper limit for the rate of benzene dissociation at
120 °C was previously reported to be 5 × 10−5 s−1,
corresponding to a kinetic barrier ΔG‡

RE ≥ 30.9 kcal/mol.84

The trend for the relative experimental rates of benzene C−
H reductive elimination (Table 7) correlates well with the trend
from DFT calculations (Table 6) and, more significantly,
conforms well with the general conclusions drawn from our
studies of (methane) C−H addition to model trans-Ir(PH3)2X
complexes presented above. The barrier to reductive
elimination from complex 4-HPh, bearing the strongly σ-
donating aryl ligand, was found to be the smallest, by a
substantial margin (presumably reflecting the least endoergic
C−H reductive elimination), while that for reductive
elimination from complex 7-HPh, bearing the most weakly σ-
donating central coordinating group (chloride), was found to
be the largest. The magnitudes of the barriers for elimination
from complexes 5-HPh and 6-HPh, which have ligands of
intermediate σ-donating ability, were in between those of 4-
HPh and 7-HPh. The amido group of the anionic ligand in 5 is
a stronger σ-donor than a pyridine; however, the amido group
is also a much stronger π-donor than a pyridine. Accordingly,
the rates of C−H elimination from these two N-coordinated
pincer complexes are similar, with only a slightly greater barrier
measured for elimination from the amido complex 5-HPh
compared with pyridine-based 6-HPh (Table 7). Finally we
note that the comparison among these complexes cannot be
considered quantitative, since steric factors are not constant
throughout the set of pincer ligands. Complexes 4-HPh and 6-
HPh, however, are isosteric and isoelectronic (the only
difference being a neutral pyridine N atom rather than an
anionic phenyl carbon bound to the Ir center). Thus the much
slower rate of elimination from PNP complex 6-HPh vs PCP
complex 4-HPh affords particularly strong support for the
conclusion of more favorable thermodynamics of OA to a
complex with a more weakly σ-donating central coordinating
group, X.
Finally we note that Turculet has reported86 a PSiP-pincer

iridium phenyl hydride complex (8-HPh), which is sterically
similar to amido-PNP complex 5-HPh. 8-PhH was reported to
be cleanly converted to the corresponding C6D6 adduct after 14
h at room temperature (Figure 6). Assuming that this period
thus corresponds to at least 4 half-lives for elimination, the
upper limit of ΔG‡ for this exchange reaction (at ca. 21 °C) is
ca. 22.9 kcal/mol as compared with 29.4 kcal/mol for 5-HPh
(extrapolated to 21 °C). Although we have only parametrized X
ligands with metal-bound second-row atoms, silyl groups are
well-known to exert a strong trans-influence.87−89 Thus the

Figure 5. Schematic enthalpy diagrams for C−H reductive elimination
from (a) 4-HPh and (b) complexes 5-HPh, 6-HPh, and 7-HPh. ([Ir]
is the respective three-coordinate species. C−H = Ph−H.) The
enthalpy of the reductive coupling transition state, TS(RC), is
calculated to be significantly lower than that of the free species, [Ir]
plus C−H for reactions of 5-HPh, 6-HPh, and 7-HPh.

Table 7. Experimentally Determined Kinetic Parameters for
the Reductive Elimination of Benzene from Complexes 4-
HPh−7-HPha

M(H)(Ph) → M + HPh

M(H)(Ph) ΔH‡
RE ΔS‡RE

ΔG‡
RE

(T = 84 °C)
ΔG‡

RE
(T = 120 °C)

4-HPh 13.2 (±0.9) −2 (±4) 13.8b 13.9b

5-HPh 31.2 (±1.9) 6 (±5) 29.0b 28.7b

6-HPh k = 1.25 × 10−4 s−1

(at 84 °C)
27.4 27.5b,c

7-HPh k ≤ 5.0 × 10−5 s−1

(at 120 °C)
≥31.2b,d ≥30.9

aUnits for ΔH‡ and ΔG‡ are kcal/mol; units for ΔS‡ are eu.
bExtrapolated values. cCalculated with ΔS‡ = −2 eu. dCalculated with
ΔS‡ = 6 eu.
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much lower barrier to C−H elimination from 8-PhH as
compared with 5-PhH (or from 6-PhH or 7-PhH) offers
further support and some generalization of our conclusions.
An Orbital-Based Rationale. The conclusions reached

above regarding the effects of varying ancillary ligand σ/π-
donation on OA thermodynamics may be rationalized based on
consideration of orbital interactions in the three-coordinate d8

Ir(I) reactant and the five-coordinate d6 Ir(III) product
complexes. Our results are most conveniently rationalized
using Landis’s representation of sdn-hybridized metal orbi-
tals.90−92

In the three-coordinate trans-(PH3)2IrX complexes, the d8

Ir(I) atom can be viewed as having doubly occupied 5dxy, 5dxz,
5dyz, and 5dz2 orbitals (the z axis is perpendicular to the plane
containing the P, X, and Ir atoms, Scheme 3); thus, the

phosphine and X ligands are donating into two empty sd hybrid
orbitals, derived from the 5dx2−y2 orbital (oriented along the P−
Ir−P (y) and the X−Ir (x) axes) and the 6s orbital, as shown in
Scheme 3. In the five-coordinate d6 Ir(III) complexes, the 5dz2
orbital has been formally vacated, and three sd2-hybridized
orbitals now arise from combination of the iridium 5dx2−y2, 5dz2,
and 6s orbitals. For all the isomeric five-coordinate complexes,
one of these sd2-hybridized orbitals is oriented along the P−Ir−
P axis, while the remaining two hybrids are positioned in the

plane perpendicular to the P−Ir−P axis (note that the axes are
now defined such that this is the xy plane).

σ-Type Interactions. Of the isomeric five-coordinate
adducts, we first consider the square pyramidal 3-TH geometry
for which the vacant sd2-hybridized orbitals are oriented along
the Ir−X, Ir−P, and Ir−H axes (Scheme 4; only orbitals in the
xy plane are shown). If we limit our examination of σ-type
interactions to the plane containing X, Ir, H, and Me (the xy or
“equatorial” plane), then the orbital picture can be simplified to
contain just three orbitals: a filled dxy orbital and two empty
sd2-hybridized orbitals; the latter, when considered together,
resemble the dx2−y2 orbital (Scheme 4). The X, Me, and H
groups of 3-TH interact directly with these two empty sd2-
hybridized orbitals. The very strong trans-influence hydride is
the lone ligand donating into the sd2 orbital oriented along the
y axis. The X ligand must “share” one of the sd2 orbitals with
the Me group trans to it (a 3c-4e interaction), in contrast with
the situation in three-coordinate trans-(PH3)2IrX species.
Hence, a more σ-donating ligand X will more strongly disfavor
additional donation from what is formally a methyl anion into
the same sdn orbital. A more strongly σ-donating X ligand,
however, will also favor vacating the dz2 orbital of trans-
(PH3)2IrX, which will favor the energetics of OA, but this effect
is expected to be relatively small because the donor σ-orbital of
X is overlapping with only the torus of the dz2 orbital.
Now considering the YX geometry (Scheme 4), the Me and

H groups, both strong trans-influence ligands, each interact
strongly with one of the two empty sd2-hybrid orbitals. The σ
orbital of the X ligand must then donate into the doubly
occupied d orbital in the xy plane; the energetic penalty of this
interaction is increased by the increased σ-donating ability of X,
in particular when this is considered relative to σ-donation into
an empty sd orbital as in trans-(PH3)2IrX.

75−77

In the YMe geometry, Me and X switch places relative to the
YX geometry (Scheme 4). The σ orbital of the X ligand is now
oriented to interact primarily with an empty sd2-hybridized
orbital; accordingly, the regression analysis indicates a much
smaller (ca. 25%, cf. Table 3) unfavorable effect of increased σ-
donation than found for the YX and TH geometries. The
residual effect that is obtained may arise because of either or
both of the following factors: (i) the overlap of the σ-orbital of
X with the Ir sd2-orbital is slightly reduced (relative to trans-
(PH3)2IrX) as X is positioned ca. 9° off the axis, and (ii) the Me
group engages in an unfavorable (albeit small) interaction with
the same sd2 orbital.

Figure 6. Exchange reaction of Turculet’s PSiP complex 8-HPh with
C6D6 (ref 86).

Scheme 3. Illustration of Unoccupied sd Hybrid Orbitals and
Coordinate Scheme Applied for trans-(PH3)2IrX and 3-TH

Scheme 4. Orientation of Filled d and Vacant sd2-hybridized Orbitals in the xy Plane of 3-TH, 3-YX, 3-YMe, and 3-TX
a

aFor detailed discussion of the nature of sdn hybrid orbitals, see ref 91.
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Finally, for the 3-TX geometry (which is not the global
minimum for any of the investigated X ligands) the regression
equation indicates that σ-donating ligands slightly favor
oxidative addition. In this putative product geometry, the σ
orbital of the X ligand is not forced to “share” an sd2-hybridized
orbital with another ligand, just as it does not in trans-
(PH3)2IrX. The slight favorability of greater σ-donation
presumably arises, at least in part, from the antibonding
interaction of X with the torus of the filled 5dz2 orbital of trans-
(PH3)2IrX, but it is important to note that this effect is
relatively small.
π-Type Interactions. The effect of varying the degree of π-

donation or π-withdrawal by X, as indicated by the regression
analyses, is also consistent with the proposed orbital
interactions. In the three-coordinate trans-(PH3)2IrX com-
plexes, the π-type atomic or molecular orbitals of X would
interact with the corresponding filled off-axis d orbitals (5dxy
and 5dxz). In the five-coordinate d6 Ir(III) complexes, the π
interactions are more complex.
Considering the equatorial plane for the 3-YX geometry, the

major X−metal π interactions involve the empty sd2-hybridized
orbitals (Scheme 4) so that oxidative addition to afford the 3-
YX geometry becomes strongly favored by π donation from X;
consequently, the πX coefficient from the 3-YX regression
equation is negative and with a much larger absolute value than
that obtained for any other geometry (Table 3). This effect has
been particularly well elaborated by Eisenstein and co-
workers.75−77

For the 3-TH geometry, the X−Ir π interactions are
approximately the same as those in the three-coordinate
complexes and involve overlap with two filled dπ orbitals (the
one located in the xy plane and the other, not shown in Scheme
4, in the yz plane) suggesting little to no effect on the energetics
of OA from the π-donating ability of X. Indeed, the πX
coefficient of the 3-TH regression equation is small (Cσ =
−48; SD = −2.8 kcal/mol), but it is non-negligible, indicating
that OA is slightly favored by increased π donation. This may
be attributable to the interaction of an X π-symmetry orbital
(atomic or molecular) with the empty sd2 hybrid orbital
oriented along the y axis (which is polarized by interaction with
the hydride ligand).
The TX geometry differs from TH in that the Me group is

now trans to H instead of X. The regression equation for this
isomer suggests little or no π-effect on the thermodynamics of
OA, with a πX coefficient that is effectively zero (Cπ = 14 ± 20,
Table 4). In this case the sd2 hybrid orbital oriented along the y
axis interacts with both H and Me. This raises its energy relative
to the analogous orbital in TH and engenders greater (non-π)
symmetry; both effects would reduce the importance of π-
interactions with X.
In the 3-YMe geometry, the π-type interactions would be

approximately the same as those in the three-coordinate
complexes. Accordingly, the computed πX coefficient is zero
within the error of the regression (Cπ = 5 ± 14, Table 3),
implying that π effects have little or no influence on the energy
of OA to give this geometry.
The Orbital-Based Rationale: A General Perspective.

The essence of the explanations offered above can be stated as
follows. The oxidative addition reaction may be considered,
particularly for the purposes of a thermodynamic cycle, as a
composite of (a) the transfer of two electrons from the metal to
substrate A−B, inducing cleavage of the A−B bond and
formation of reduced fragments A− and B− (eq 5), and (b)

coordination of A− and B− to the oxidized metal fragment (eq
6).

+ − → + ++ − −L M A B L M A Bn
m

n
m 2

(5)

+ + →+ − − + − −L M A B L M (A )(B )n
m

n
m2 2

(6)

The overall transfer of electron density from the metal center
in eqs 5 and 6 must be quite small because the bonds formed
are largely covalent. However, the addition or removal of
electron density to or from the metal valence orbitals is not
uniform. In the systems studied in this work (and probably in
most OA reactions), electron density is not removed (eq 5)
from metal orbitals that possess σ-symmetry with respect to the
ancillary ligands; such orbitals are antibonding and therefore
typically unoccupied prior to OA. Depending on the electronic
configuration of the metal atom, the electron density may well
be removed from a filled metal-based orbital of π-symmetry. In
this case, the oxidative addition would be rendered slightly
more favorable by greater π-donation of the ancillary ligands.
Coordination of A− and B− (eq 6) then returns to the metal all
or most of the electron density lost from the metal in eq 5. This
electron density is generally returned, through addition of A−

and B−, into metal-based orbitals that possess σ-symmetry with
respect to the ancillary ligands via the formation of 3c-2e bonds.
This is expected to be strongly disfavored by increasing σ-
donation from the ancillary ligands, in particular when the
added groups are fully or partially oriented trans to X. The
resulting trans interaction is a very strong effect, much stronger
than the weak antibonding π-interactions. Thus, the reaction is
strongly disfavored by increasing σ-donation from X. The
concept of “oxidative” addition (or reductive addition13) is
therefore misleading, as it focuses on the overall change of
charge, rather than the more specific and important question of
how the charge distribution on the metal center is affected by
the reaction.
The formation of 3c-2e bonds as a result of OA is consistent

with the view that transition metal complexes with more than
12 valence electrons may be characterized as hypervalent.91 We
also note that although decreased electron donation by ancillary
ligands tends to favor the additions (opposite the expectation
based upon a reaction being “oxidative”) this description
implies, in accord with the results of numerous stud-
ies,52,81,93−97 that oxidative addition should also be favored by
electron-withdrawing substrates on the addendum (consistent
with the reaction being “oxidative”). Electron-withdrawing
substrates of course will significantly favor the energetics of eq
5 (electron transfer) while their effect on eq 6 should be mixed;
greater basicity of A− or B− favors the coordination of these
anions, but that coordination comes at a price of decreasing the
strength of the metal−ligand (e.g., M−X) bonds that are
present prior to coordination of A− or B−.
As noted above, C−H addition to Ir(PH3)2X is more

favorable by ca. 30 kcal mol for X = F vs X = H. If the reaction
is viewed in terms of oxidation or reduction, this trend would
suggest that the energetics are dominated by a reductive
component (at least in the electron-poor system, i.e., X = F). In
that case electron-poor substrates would add less favorably. In
fact, C−H bonds of electron-poor alkyl groups are calculated to
undergo addition to Ir(PH3)2F even more favorably than those
of unsubstituted alkanes. For example, the energy of addition of
the C−H bond at the β-carbon of fluoroethane or trifluoro-
ethane is more favorable than that for addition of ethane (eqs 7
and 8). Addition of the C−H bond α to fluorine in
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fluoromethane also is more favorable than addition of methane,
and by an even greater amount (eq 9), although the
thermodynamics in this case are perhaps less meaningful
because they could be attributed to the greater π-accepting
ability of the α-F-substituted C atom, or rehybridization
engendered by the α-substitution.98 Thus, the OA reactions
are favored both by more electron-poor ancillary ligands and by
more electron-poor addenda, indicating that overall charge
transfer (in either direction) does not strongly contribute to the
reaction thermodynamics.

+ −
= +

Δ = −E

(PH ) IrF(CH CH )(H) H CH CH F
(PH ) IrF(CH CH F)(H) C H

1.1 kcal/mol

3 2 2 3 2 2

3 2 2 2 2 6

(7)

+ −
= +

Δ = −E

(PH ) IrF(CH CH )(H) H CH CF
(PH ) IrF(CH CF )(H) C H

2.8 kcal/mol

3 2 2 3 2 3

3 2 2 3 2 6

(8)

+ −
= +

Δ = −E

(PH ) IrF(CH )(H) F CH
(PH ) IrF(CH F)(H) CH

9.7 kcal/mol

3 2 3 3

3 2 2 4

(9)

Oxidative Addition of Methane to Four-Coordinate
Ir(I) Complexes. The approach used above to analyze C−H
addition to three-coordinate Ir(I) has also been applied to C−
H addition to four-coordinate Ir(I) complexes, the archetypal
class of complexes that undergo oxidative addition. In this case,
all the ancillary ligands are positioned fully trans to another
ligand in both the reactant and product. Thus, to a first
approximation the trans influence is not expected to play an
important role in the analysis. We find, however, that the
principles elucidated above, and even the particular importance
of the trans influence, are applicable, and our results can be
rationalized in similar terms for both three- and four-coordinate
complexes. As a “generic” fourth ligand we chose NH3, and we
investigated the effect of varying the electronic properties of X
on the energy of methane C−H addition to trans-(PH3)2IrX-
(NH3) (eq 10).

Linear regression analysis was applied to the formation
energies of each isomer of the six-coordinate reaction product,
providing three regression equations (Table 8). The regression
analyses for the two reactions that yield a cis-C−H addition
product (the typical mode for oxidative addition of covalent
bonds) afford positive values of Cσ and negative values of Cπ, as
was generally found for oxidative addition to three-coordinate
Ir(I). Analogously to the 3-TH SQP geometry, the ligands of
the six-coordinate oxidative addition products may be

considered to interact with sd2-hybridized metal orbitals that
are oriented along the three metal−ligand bond axes. In the
case of addition to form the products in which the hydride and
methyl groups are cis to each other, more strongly σ-donating
X ligands disfavor oxidative addition due to the replacement of
a neutral ligand (NH3) in the position trans to X in the
reactant, with a strong trans-influence ligand (hydride or
methyl) in the six-coordinate product. The values of Cσ and Cπ

are similar for formation of the two isomeric cis-C−H addition
products, not surprisingly since methyl and H have comparable
trans influences.
The signs of Cσ and Cπ are reversed when oxidative addition

proceeds in a trans-fashion (Cσ = −32 and Cπ = + 42; Table 8).
This reversal is consistent with the orbital rationale presented
above for oxidative addition to three-coordinate Ir(I) to give
five-coordinate SQP 3-TX. In the six-coordinate case, the NH3
group is positioned trans to the X ligand in both reactant and
product, as is the vacant coordination site in the case of
addition to give 3-TX. Accordingly, the multivariable linear
regression for trans addition to trans-(PH3)2IrX(NH3) closely
resembles that for addition to give 3-TX. Cσ is again small and
negative (cf. −38 for formation of 3-TX); again, this result may
relate to an antibonding interaction of X with the torus of the
filled 5dz2 orbital in the reactant.

Oxidative Addition of the N−H Bond of Ammonia to
Three-Coordinate Ir(I) Complexes. There are few examples
of oxidative addition of ammonia that yield an amido hydride
complex,34−42 only two of which constitute oxidative addition
of ammonia to a single, well-defined late transition metal
center.36,38 In 2005, we reported that the aliphatic PCP pincer
iridium propene complex 8 reacts with ammonia to give amido
hydride 9 at 25 °C (Scheme 5),36 whereas the independently
synthesized iridium amido hydride complex 10, containing the
less electron-donating aryl PCP pincer ligand, underwent
isomerization to the four-coordinate ammine complex 11 at 25
°C. These observations, and Turculet’s report that oxidative
addition of ammonia occurs to an iridium pincer complex
bearing a strongly σ-donating PSiP ligand,38 seemed in accord
with the commonly held view that oxidative addition is favored
by a more electron-rich metal center. We therefore investigated
the electronic effects on the oxidative addition of ammonia by
the same approach as we used to study the electronic effects on
the oxidative addition of methane.
The reaction energies for oxidative addition of NH3 to a

variety of three-coordinate (PH3)2IrX complexes were calcu-
lated (Table 9),99 and a multivariable linear regression was
performed (Table 10). Cσ was found to be positive (69 ± 9),
indicating that N−H addition, like C−H addition, is disfavored
by more strongly σ-donating ligands, in apparent contradiction
to the observations noted above.
However, the same type of analysis, when applied to simple

NH3 coordination to trans-(PH3)2IrX,
100,101 reveals that

increased σ-donation by X disfavors N-coordination even
more strongly than it disfavors N−H addition (Tables 9 and
10). The coefficients for both reactions are substantial and
positive (i.e., both reactions are disfavored by increased σ-
donation by X), but the coefficient for NH3 coordination (105
± 9) significantly exceeds that for N−H oxidative addition (69
± 9). Thus, while increased σ-donation by the ancillary ligand
X clearly disfavors OA in an absolute sense, it favors N−H
addition relative to simple nitrogen coordination.
The πX coefficient in the regression equation for NH3

coordination (Cπ = 41 ± 16) is essentially equal to the πX
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coefficient for NH3 oxidative addition (43 ± 17), indicating
that π effects do not significantly favor or disfavor NH3
coordination vs oxidative N−H addition.

■ SUMMARY
Results from DFT calculations indicate that C−H or N−H
oxidative addition to three-coordinate trans-(PH3)2IrX com-
plexes is generally favored by the presence of a less σ-donating
ligand (X) trans to the coordination site of addition; the
magnitude of this thermodynamic effect can be large. While
these results contradict a deeply rooted view that OA should be
favored by strongly electron-donating ligands, they can be
explained in a fairly straightforward manner. Oxidative addition
to 14e trans-(PH3)2IrX (a typical late metal fragment) may be
viewed in terms of (i) transfer of electron density from
nonbonding metal d-orbitals, followed by (ii) addition of the
reduced addendum fragments which donate electron density
into orbitals already accepting electron density from the
ancillary ligands, i.e. σ-antibonding orbitals. Addition of these
formally reduced fragments to form 3c-2e bonds is particularly
disfavored by greater σ-donation from the ligand trans to the
site of the addition.
Experimentally, our explanation is supported by the large

differences observed in the enthalpy or free energy of activation
for reductive elimination from five-coordinate Ir(III) phenyl
hydride complexes to form the C−H bond of benzene. The
barrier to elimination of benzene from a site trans to a chloride
is much greater than that for elimination from a site trans to a
PCP-pincer aryl or a PSiP-pincer silyl group; the barrier to
elimination from a site trans to a N-coordinating group, which
can be either strongly (amido) or weakly (pyridyl) π-donating,
is between these two extremes.
The same computational methods have been used to

investigate oxidative addition to cis-(PH3)2IrX. In this case
neither the orbitals that are vacated nor the orbitals that accept
electron density from the reduced fragments (according to the
model noted above) are strongly involved in bonding with the
ligand X. Accordingly, the thermodynamics of OA are found to
be much less sensitive to the nature of X, particularly its
strength as a σ-donor, when the ligand X is cis to the site of
addition.
Oxidative addition of methane to a four-coordinate Ir(I)

complex, trans-(PH3)2Ir(NH3)X, to afford either of two
possible cis methyl-hydride (trans-phosphine) adducts is
found to be weakly disfavored by increased σ-donation by

Table 8. Regression Equations for Methane Addition to (PH3)2IrX(NH3) Based on Constrained Geometries

aSD = standard deviation. The sign (+ or −) of a particular regression coefficient determines the direction of the effect: a positive value indicates that
increased electron donation disfavors the reaction and hence increases the energy of addition.

Scheme 5. Formation and Subsequent Reactivity of (PCP)Ir
Amido Hydride Complexes.

Table 9. σx Values and Calculated Reaction Energies (ΔEX,
kcal/mol) for NH3 Oxidative Addition and Coordination to
trans-(PH3)2IrX

a

X ligand σx ΔENH3 oxidative addition ΔENH3 coordination

BH3
2− 0.235 −9.1 −0.2

BH2
−, ∥ 0.139 −15.6 −12.5

Li− 0.128 −12.9 −4.3
BH2

−, ⊥ 0.115 −7.3 −12.8
O2− 0.023 −7.5 −11.9
H− 0.000 −22.9 −21.6
Ph−, ⊥ −0.012 −18.0 −21.3
CH3

− −0.015 −20.1 −21.8
CF3

− −0.033 −21.5 −25.2
NO2

−, ∥ −0.071 −22.1 −28.0
NH2

−, ⊥b −0.072 −24.2 −26.4
NH2

−, ∥c −0.072 −19.2 −28.1
NO2

−, ⊥ −0.081 −21.2 −26.5
OMe−, ⊥ −0.106 −27.3 −30.0
pyrrolide, ⊥ −0.108 −29.6 −33.4
OH−, ⊥ −0.110 −27.9 −32.4
OH−, ∥ −0.113 −27.8 −32.8
OMe−, ∥ −0.113 −26.9 −32.3
F− −0.146 −35.4 −39.3
NH3 −0.153 −40.9 −53.1

a∥ = parallel to P−Ir−P axis. ⊥ = perpendicular to P−Ir−P axis. bH−
N−Ir−P dihedral angles set to 58.5°. cH−N−Ir−P dihedral angles set
to 31.5°.
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ligands X. This trend is attributable to the replacement of NH3
in the six-coordinate product by a stronger trans-influence
ligand, either methyl or hydride, in the position trans to X. By
contrast, addition of the C−H bond in a trans fashion is
favored, but only weakly, by increased σ-donation by X.
Thus, the widely accepted view that OA is favored by more

strongly electron-donating ligands does not appear to be
generally valid for addition of C−H bonds. Similar conclusions
are reached for the addition of the N−H bond of ammonia.
These conclusions are, presumably, general for species that
form bonds with the metal that are largely covalent. Addition of
such species should not be regarded primarily in terms of
oxidation (or reduction) but is best viewed in terms of a
redistribution of electron density;102 accordingly, the energetics
are influenced by the individual electronic components (σ and
π) of the ancillary ligands in ways that vary with each set of
reactants and products. In general, we predict that when OA
results in a change in occupancy at the site trans to any ancillary
ligand X, the dominant effect of varying the ancillary ligand will
result from varying its trans influence. For oxidative additions of
A−B that form products in which the ligand A or B lies trans to
an ancillary ligand, and in which ligands A and B are bound to
the metal through largely covalent bonds, the thermodynamics
of OA will be more favorable for those complexes in which the
ancillary ligand is a weaker σ donor.
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